Welcome to the World of Guide Dogs

A guide dog wears a harness.
A blind person holds the harness handle so the guide dog can lead him safely.

Guide dogs and their blind owners can go everywhere you can – even in schools, buses, restaurants and grocery stores.

What do guide dogs do? They...
• help blind people travel safely.
• stop at curbs, stairs, elevators and escalators, and move around things in their way.
• are great friends to their blind owners.
If you meet a person with a guide dog...
Say hello to the person. Do not talk to or pet the dog without permission.

Guiding Eyes for the Blind is a school that raises guide dogs and trains blind people how to use them.

The dogs and training are free to the blind person.

Guiding Eyes for the Blind is a charity. People volunteer and give money to Guiding Eyes to help blind people.

You can help!
Visit www.guidingeyes.org
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